Room 2: Autobiographical

Room 4: Transcription

Memory Palace

Room 5: Collec

ctive

Memory defines us, whether the personal memories
that shape our sense of self or the collective, cultural
and historical memories on which societies build their
identities. Memory has been a key to recovery from the
trauma of the twentieth century’s historical calamities,
and to surviving the pace of change in the modern age.

Room 6: Sensory

Art lends itself to the personal and confessional, and is a
powerful medium for stories missing from history’s official
record. In a cast, a print or a photograph, or through found
materials, art can embody an intrinsic, indexical memory.
The act of recording memory is invoked in works using text
and other forms of notation, while art that appeals to senses
beyond the visual conjures a Proustian idea of memory,
as something which can be triggered by an intense sensory
experience. Memory Palace is named for the best-known
mnemonic device among the ‘arts of memory’ expounded
by ancient classical and Chinese scholars. In the technique,
the subject mentally places the objects to be remembered
along a path through a familiar location, recalling them by
retracing the journey.
Located across White Cube’s London galleries at Bermondsey
and Mason’s Yard, Memory Palace is articulated by an
architectural framework that leads the viewer through six
broad themes of memory: Historical, Autobiographical,
Traces, Transcription, Collective and Sensory.

Historical
‘History is written by the victors’. What a culture chooses
to memorialise is bound up with the prevailing hegemony:
contemporary historians have begun to privilege memory
in the form of personal testimonies and oral histories as
a corrective to the narrative of power. Shared histories of
suffering can drive retribution and sustain irreconcilable
feuds; the burden of memory may keep psychological
wounds from healing. Yet it is in their common memories
that peoples scattered by forced migration, or decimated
by genocide, may preserve their identity. Artists have an
important role in voicing silenced or contested memories,
while art’s ability to collapse historical time allows us a
fresh perspective on the sweep of history.
Tactile and sensuous objects in themselves, the fire hoses
used by Theaster Gates have an iconic significance in relation
to the struggle for civil rights, in particular through their use as
a means to disperse peaceful demonstrators in Birmingham,
Alabama in 1963. They Wore Black on the Inside (2018) is part
of the artist’s ongoing exploration of the extensive archive of
the Johnson Publishing Company, an African-American owned
publisher founded in the artist’s hometown of Chicago in the
1940s and known for titles such as Jet and Ebony. This trove
of images provides a visual history of Black America.
Using delicate red neon on a steel globe to outline the contours
of the continents, Mona Hatoum’s Hot Spot (stand) (2018)
buzzes with an intense energy, both mesmerizing and
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threatening, bathing its surroundings in a luminescent red
glow. It is a vision of a world where conflict and unrest reaches
every corner of the globe, and one that also seems to warn of
ecological disaster.
The act of remembering is a resistance to loss. Doris Salcedo
developed her Disremembered series from interviews that
she conducted with Chicago mothers who had lost children
to gun violence. Each sculpture is made of raw silk threads
interwoven with more than 12,000 tiny, blackened needles.
In the shirts’ evanescent folds, the material presence she
conceived appears then disappears, like the memories that
linger in those who grieve.
Michael Armitage’s Hornbill (21 st — 24 th September 2013)
(2014), relates to the terrorist attack at Nairobi’s Westgate
shopping centre. With the building still under siege,
incongruous and shocking images emerged of machine-guntoting figures patrolling aisles of goods. The artist’s most recent
paintings are inspired by the crowd scenes he witnessed at
election rallies in his native Kenya, in which his painter’s eye
glimpsed Goya-esque grotesqueries. Despite the vivid details
of time and place, the subject itself is demagoguery and mob
rule across cultures and historical periods.

9

Anselm Kiefer’s works similarly exemplify art’s ability to
achieve a layering of historical time, resonating simultaneously
with historical and current events. He both contests and
continues a painterly tradition in the face of his nation’s
catastrophic history, and his work often alludes to the shattered
landscapes and ruined cities of his post-war childhood.
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Nicht Kiki sondern (2008) by Georg Baselitz is based
on a constructed photograph of Stalin and Lenin in a
fictitious meeting. Baselitz was born in 1938 in the village of
Deutschbaselitz near Dresden, and grew up in the former GDR.
His subject is both political and personal, an evocation of the
historical landscape of the artist’s childhood and a satirical
attack on totalitarianism and the banality of evil.
Magnus Plessen’s ‘1914’ paintings are inspired by German
pacifist Ernst Friedrich’s seminal anti-war book War Against
War (1924), which shows photographs of mutilated and
wounded soldiers from World War I. Recently a female figure
has appeared in the works, alluding to the erotic reflections
of the shattered men, while limbs, heads and objects remain
radically dislocated from their context.
Julie Mehretu’s paintings are abstract yet charged with
the political. Her latest works begin with distorted tracings
taken from recent news footage of conflict and disaster,
from protests in Barcelona and Charlottesville to wildfires
in California, manifesting the chaos of our times and
registering a mental agitation in response.
Each of the jute sacks used by Ibrahim Mahama carries
the memory of its making in South East Asia for use by the
Cocoa Board in the artist’s native Ghana, and subsequent
repurposing for a myriad of uses. In the artist’s words: ‘I am
interested in how crisis and failure are absorbed into this
material with a strong reference to global transaction and
how capitalist structures work.’
6
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Ground Floor
1 Theaster Gates
Self-cleaning Stack
2012
Concrete and brush
2 Theaster Gates
They Wore Black on the Inside
2018
AP I / I
Digital and screen print on
Somerset 330gsm paper
3 Theaster Gates
I Want You Church on my Heart
2018
Bound Jet magazines,
aluminium shelves

Lower Ground Floor
4 Theaster Gates
Strata Poem in Red
2018
Wood and decommissioned
fire hose
5 Mona Hatoum
Hot Spot (stand)
2018
Stainless steel and neon tube
6 Doris Salcedo
Disremembered VI
2017
Sewing needles and silk thread
7 Doris Salcedo
Disremembered IX
2017
Sewing needles and silk thread

8 Michael Armitage
The promise of change
2018
Oil on Lubugo bark cloth

12 Georg Baselitz
Nicht Kiki sondern
2008
Oil on canvas

9 Michael Armitage
Hornbill (21st — 24th September
2013)
2014
Oil on Lubugo bark cloth

13 Doris Salcedo
Untitled
2016
Wood, concrete and metal

10 Anselm Kiefer
Montsalvat
2018
Glass, metal, wood, lead,
zinc, charcoal, copper,
acrylic and electrolysis
11 Anselm Kiefer
Left wing, right wing
2018
Oil, acrylic, emulsion, shellac,
lead, metal, synthetic resin and
gold leaf on canvas on wood

14 Magnus Plessen
Untitled (39)
2017
Oil and charcoal on canvas
15 Julie Mehretu
Ghosthymn
2017
Ink and acrylic on canvas
16 Ibrahim Mahama
TobaSL
2016
Metal tags on charcoal sacks

Lower Ground Floor Lobby
17 Anselm Kiefer
Argos
1989-2015
Silver emulsion and mixed
media on a photograph in
a glazed steel frame

19 Anselm Kiefer
Gang durch das Rote Meer
1986-2015
Silver emulsion and mixed
media on a photograph in
a glazed steel frame

18 Anselm Kiefer
Untitled
2014
Silver emulsion and mixed
media on photograph
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Autobiographical
As history began to be defined as a discipline, so the sense
grew that memory was subjective and concerned with the
inner life. During the Enlightenment and Romantic period,
the concept of memory emerged as something personal
and bound up with identity. In modern times, mass media
forms such as reality TV, exposés and chat shows have
made ubiquitous the disclosure of personal histories. Art is
an ideal medium for the intimate and confessional, lending
itself to diaristic and autobiographical forms. As these
artists show, all experience can be manifest in art, whether
captured in the moment or recollected in tranquillity.
Etel Adnan’s landscapes are painted from memory,
distilled into their definitive features, like after-images of
an experience that remains particularly vivid. As well as
painting, the ninety-three year old artist has continued to
make leporellos, pocket-sized books that unfold to several
metres long, like a scroll, and tapestries which translate the
vivid colours of her paintings into wool.
Tracey Emin’s work is a cipher for memories and emotions that
can be frank and poetic, intimate and universal. Using her own
experience— and frequently her own body— as source material
for the work, she explores ideas of self-portraiture and narrative
disclosure, both intimately bound up with her own biography.
Ofenplatte (2018) depicts, in Georg Baselitz’s characteristic
inverted portraiture, his wife, model and muse Elke, here
10
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seemingly shrouded in a fog or mist. As a technique
employed in his latest bodies of work to soften his
compositions, haze is perhaps also a visual comment on the
transmutable quality of memory which may cloud with age.
Magnus Plessen has allowed personal, sensory memories to
suffuse the sometimes dark subject matter of his paintings
with feminine forms and fresher, warmer colours, inspired by
his own wife’s physical presence.
The Nature of Our Looking (1970) is the first film work
Gilbert and George exhibited, and shows the young artists
in nature, in a living tableau. Since meeting at St Martins
School of Art in 1967, from their ‘living sculptures’ to their
more recent monumental pictures, Gilbert and George have
put themselves into their art. Everything they experience
is potential subject matter, whether seen in the news or
observed on their daily walks in East London.
Franz Ackermann began his Mental Maps in 1996:
watercolours made in hotels while on the move around
the world, and paintings, subsequently constructed from
memory in the studio. Combining the factual precision of
traditional street maps with his own interpretation of the
local environment, these small watercolours document the
artist’s perception of the great cities of Asia, South America
and Australia.
Raqib Shaw’s Self Portrait in the Studio at Peckham
(After Steenwyck the Younger) II (2014-2015) shows the
artist playing the role of Croesus as a maniacal skeleton
in an opulent, decadent interior. Taking the architectural

Autobiographical
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framework of Steenwyck’s painting in the National Gallery
collection, Shaw has interposed a wealth of personal and
autobiographical detail, including his pet dog and the Shard,
a landmark visible from the artist’s Peckham studio.
Producing her paintings in intense concentration, almost
akin to a transcendental state, Christine Ay Tjoe taps into
subconscious associations of personal and mythological
imagery. Their colourful and vibrant surfaces reveal darker
elements beneath, playing on notions of what the artist
describes as ‘layers which are seen and unseen’.
Part of a generation in China that grew up in a period of
rapidly accelerating urbanisation, Liu Wei has often turned
to architectural and urban themes in his work. His use of a
recurring geometric schema could be read as a gesture of
self-expression, forging a personal sense of meaning and
order out of rigidly controlled social and political structures
and the turbulent disorder of the contemporary cityscape.
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South Gallery I
1 Etel Adnan
Untitled
2018
Oil on canvas
2 Etel Adnan
Untitled
2018
Oil on canvas
3 Etel Adnan
Autumn Wind
2018
Edition 1 / 3
Tapestry
4 Etel Adnan
Blue Path
2018
Edition 1 / 3
Tapestry
5 Etel Adnan
Signs
2018
Hardback leporello

6 Etel Adnan
Key Signs
2017
Hardback leporello with
watercolour on paper
7 Etel Adnan
Key Signs
2017
Hardback leporello with
watercolour on paper
8 Tracey Emin
I Came here For You
2017
Neon
9 Tracey Emin
I came here For you
2018
Acrylic on canvas
10 Georg Baselitz
Ofenplatte
2018
Oil on canvas
11 Magnus Plessen
Untitled (38)
2017
Oil and charcoal on canvas

Autobiographical

12 Gilbert & George
In the Mind of the Beholder
2008
13 Gilbert & George
Mass
2005
14 Gilbert & George
The Nature of Our Looking
1970
Video (black and white, with
sound), film, film canister and
presentation box
Duration: 18 minutes
15 Franz Ackermann
Untitled (Mental Map: Evasion III)
1996
Oil on canvas
16 Franz Ackermann
Untitled (Mental Map: 5 star junk)
1997
Watercolour on paper

17 Franz Ackermann
Untitled (Mental Map:
münster parc)
1997
Watercolour on paper
18 Franz Ackermann
Untitled (Mental Map: theatre)
1997
Watercolour on paper
19 Liu Wei
Purple Air 2017 No.1
2016-2017
Oil on canvas
20 Raqib Shaw
Self Portrait in the Studio at
Peckham (After Steenwyck the
Younger) II
2014-2015
Acrylic liner, enamel and
rhinestones on birchwood
21 Christine Ay Tjoe
Correction About the Meat #01
2018
Oil on canvas
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Traces
We can think of an artwork as a memory of the gestures or
actions that produced it: the record of a line, a brushstroke,
a thumb in wet clay. In a cast, an impression or a print, a
memory is anchored through an indexical relationship with
the subject: the artwork and that which it has touched.
In its inception, photography was also felt to have a direct
existential relationship with the subject, a quasi-magical
capturing of the essence. Now, in our digital age, it is
perceived as unreliable and easily manipulated: just as
our understanding has grown that memory can be false,
unreliable or partial.
Marking the threshold to the 9 x 9 x 9 gallery, Miroslaw Balka’s
Common Ground (2013-2016) is composed of well-worn
doormats collected by the artist, in exchange for new ones,
from houses in deprived neighbourhoods in Krakow. The nine
hundred soaps that make up his new installation were gathered
from all the members of staff at the gallery, each shaped by daily
use in a profoundly levelling universal human act. As the artist
observes, we are washed as soon as we are born and washed
after we die. United in a single entity, the work gives form to
the memory of the collective, the personal and the sensory.
Beginning in the late 1960s, David Hammons started to use his
own body, greasing it, pressing it onto paper and sprinkling
the results with pigment and graphite to make X-ray-like,
self-portrait ‘body prints’. The works have a performative
character, conjuring the action of the absent body in a similar
30
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way to He Xiangyu’s diptych My Feet (2016). Dipping his
soles in ink, the artist has taken leaps across a white expanse
of paper, sometimes slipping or missing his target. Making
a different kind of impression from the body, Cavity (2015)
presents bronze casts of wisdom teeth on a marble plate
within a vitrine of human proportions that, together, can be
read as a clinical and abstract image of death.
In the 1980s Antony Gormley first started to use his body
to create work, casting leaden, shell-like casings like INTO
THE LIGHT (1986-1987) which, in his own words, ‘relate
to the body in the same way that a violin case relates to a
violin: it follows the contours and evokes the presence of
the object, but does not describe it’. An indexical, precise
print of the body is inside, invisible, as the listing of ‘air’ in the
medium description reveals. The more recent SCAFFOLD X
(2017) instead delineates the human form with slender rods
probing towards the limits of the body, as if tuned, antennalike, to the precise relationship of the body to space.
When artists re-purpose materials, they invest the work with
the memory of that material’s former function. The tarpaulin
used by Ibrahim Mahama, aged and weathered, has taken
a metallic sheen from the scrap metal it formerly covered,
while the jute sacks tell the story of long and varied use in
their frayed fibres as well as in the lettering they are stamped
with. Virginia Overton frequently recycles materials more
common to construction, architecture or farming. ‘I like
for the work to act as a marker of its own history — letting
accrued defects show in the pieces — that talks about the
ways in which the materials have been used’, she explains.

Traces
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Mona Hatoum has taken the direct impression of chain-link
fencing for her print 3D (2015), a reference to the barriers
that enclose camps and define borders. The source image
in Reflection (2013) is a photograph — an impression that
is captured in light and thus, in its own way, has a direct,
indexical relationship to the subject. The photograph, taken
in Beirut in 1948 of the artist’s mother sewing in her home, is
printed on layers of tulle, which lend the work an ephemeral,
ghostly air.
Runa Islam’s projection Stare Out (Blink) (1998) confronts
the audience with a female face in photonegative.
Intermittently, a bright flash interrupts her gaze, impressing
a lingering positive after-image on the viewer’s retina, like
a persistent memory. With these spare means, the artist
draws attention to the ways in which film materialises its
immaterial sources. As if to memorialise the medium of film
in its threatened obsolescence, the artist also recoups silver
in tiny quantities from the film developing process, here laid
down in a thin layer — a silver screen — on gesso panels.
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Darren Almond’s Light of Time photographs (2018) are
taken by starlight, requiring a long exposure to capture
time condensed beyond human perception. The artist, who
has made other works in the footsteps of the pioneers of
photography, harks back to the perception of photography
as ghostly and magical, an alchemical ‘transference’ capable
of somehow capturing a true essence.
By contrast, Andreas Gursky is well known for his mastery
of digital manipulation in creating his monumental images.
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The advance of technology has taught us to mistrust
photography as evidence, a metaphor for the understanding
that has grown in the same period of memory as unreliable,
partial and mutable. Jeff Wall created The Giant (1994) when
digital editing techniques were still in their infancy. Employing
the exacting techniques of a film director, using an ‘actor’ and
building a ‘set’, the artist created a composite image — a false
memory, perhaps. Perfectly matching the light sources in the
image to cast accurate shadows across the woman’s body,
the artist gives her impossible presence a documentary
authenticity.
Considering the orgiastic tangle of limbs and drapery that
is Rachel Kneebone’s sculpture The language of the body is
yet to be explored (2017), we are unavoidably reminded of
her physical engagement with this unforgiving material.
We are aware of opposing states, frozen in time, as captured
in memory: strong and delicate, fluid and brittle, liquid and
solid, rising and collapsing.

33
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9x9x9
22 Miroslaw Balka
Common Ground
2013-2016
Door mats

23 Miroslaw Balka
800 x 9 x 9
2018
Steel and soap

North Galleries

33 Mona Hatoum
Reflection
2013
Edition 6 / 6
Print on three layers of
tulle and aluminium

38 Darren Almond
Light of Time VI
2018
Edition 1 / 3
Giclée print on Hahnemuhle Fine
art photo rag ultra smooth 305gsm
39 Darren Almond
Light of Time VII
2018
Edition 1 / 3
Giclée print on Hahnemuhle Fine
art photo rag ultra smooth 305gsm

24 David Hammons
Untitled
1975
Pigment and pencil on paper

29 Antony Gormley
INTO THE LIGHT
1986-1987
Lead, fibreglass, plaster and air

34 Runa Islam
...Laws of night and honey…...#3
2016
Silver recouped from film
processing on gesso panel

25 He Xiangyu
My Feet (160506)
2016
Ink and watercolour on paper

30 Ibrahim Mahama
DAMONGO COCOA
2017
Scrap metal tarpaulin on
charcoal jute sacks

35 Runa Islam
...Laws of night and honey…...#4
2016
Silver recouped from film
processing on gesso panel

26 He Xiangyu
Cavity
31 Virginia Overton
2015
Untitled
Bronze, marble plate, glass and iron
2018
Wood and rope
27 David Hammons
Body Print
32 Mona Hatoum
1977
3D
Pigment on paper
2015
Edition 3 / 16
Blind embossed print
28 Antony Gormley
SCAFFOLD X
2017
5mm square section
stainless steel bar
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36 Runa Islam
Stare Out (Blink)
1998
Edition 2 / 3
16mm film
Duration: 3 minutes

40 Andreas Gursky
Untitled XV
2008
Edition 2 / 6
C-print
41 Andreas Gursky
Untitled XVI
2008
Edition 1 / 6
C-Print and Diasec

37 Darren Almond
42 Rachel Kneebone
Light of Time V
The language of the body is yet to
2018
be explored
Edition 1 / 3
2017
Giclée print on Hahnemuhle Fine
Porcelain, Corian and adhesive
art photo rag ultra smooth 305gsm
43 Jeff Wall
The Giant
1993
AP I / II
Cibachrome transparency and
fluorescent light display case
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Transcription
The Memory Palace technique develops the skill of
committing to memory without making an external record.
However, the idea of memory has been indivisible from the
means of recording it since Plato defined the concept using
the metaphor of memory as a wax tablet. As memory is
equated with inscription, so too is forgetting with erasure.
Transcribing memories is a means of sharing them, and of
declaring them, whether in the form of an inscription on
stone or a graffiti tag. These artists use text in a variety of
ways and show how other forms of notation can record the
memory of sound or movement.
Harland Miller’s painting I’ll Never Forget What I Can’t
Remember (2018) possesses a circular yet logical wit, while
ridiculing the pretentious and self-aggrandizing titles often
given to autobiographies. It challenges the very notion of
the published memoir as a faithful recollection of a life,
suggesting how many ’truths’ about one’s own history are
lost and forgotten, either wilfully or as a natural result of the
limitations of memory.
Whomp (2006) belongs to a series of works by Christian
Marclay using onomatopoeic words, torn from comic books
and collaged before being scanned and enlarged. The huge
letters and strings of unbroken vowels blaze across the
page at decisive moments in every superhero’s escapade.
Sarah Morris’s soundwave paintings perform the same act
of translating an auditory experience into a visual one, but
49
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employ a different kind of notation, recognisable from digital
music editing. The image presents itself as the memory of a
sound but the original experience is unreachable.
Cerith Wyn Evans’ neon works function as a catalyst,
a reservoir of potential meanings that unravel in multiple
discursive journeys. In his text work in which something
happens again for the very first time (2006), a partial sentence
wracked by impossibility suggests a profound refiguration
of personal ideas about how time and memory function.
Eddie Peake is also preoccupied with the gaps in language:
the lapses between emotion or sensation and the words
that incompletely express them. In his acid-coloured mirror
paintings, sharp-lettered, cryptic words or phrases created
with masking tape emerge through layers of spray paint to
reveal the work’s polished steel ground, mirroring the viewer.
Appropriating methods traditionally identified with ‘feminine’
pursuits, Jessica Rankin’s work often takes the form of
organdie ‘embroidered paintings’. By its nature methodical
and repetitive, needlework has the capacity to let the mind
disengage while the hands are busy. Drawing on this, and
combining text and image, her embroideries resemble
mental maps (or ‘brainscapes’ as she often refers to them),
working through recollections, impressions of places and
immediate experience.
45
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South Gallery II
44 Harland Miller
I’ll Never Forget What I Can’t
Remember
2018
Oil on canvas
45 Christian Marclay
Whomp
2006
AP I / II
Pigment print on Arches paper

48 Cerith Wyn Evans
...in which something happens all
over again for the very first time.
2006
Edition 4 / 6
Neon
49 Jessica Rankin
She Oaks, First Poem
2017
Embroidery on organdy

46 Cerith Wyn Evans
TIX3
1994
AP II / II
Neon

50 Eddie Peake
A Traumas
2018
Lacquered spray paint on
polished stainless steel

47 Sarah Morris
Precious Stone [Sound Graph]
2018
Household gloss paint on canvas

51 Eddie Peake
Fisticuffs
2017
Lacquered spray paint on
polished stainless steel
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Collective
The material world offers a vital framework for the
formation of collective memory. The everyday objects that
surround us and products we consume, the pop culture
images and major news events that are part of our shared
experience, merge to create our group consciousness.
It is a form of memory that resides not in an individual mind
but in a common realm. These artists summon collective
memory, drawing on the power of the recognisable or
shared events and familiar objects.
The shelf works of Haim Steinbach — such as Untitled
(kong, eagle, alien, skull) (2016) — tap into the ways in
which objects can trigger myriad memories and desires.
Through simple arrangement and presentation, quotidian
items such as a souvenir from a movie or a carved ornament
are re-contextualised. When isolated, each object remains
embedded with its own history; collectively they suggest
alternative interpretations of meaning and hierarchy
between fine art and vernacular commodities. Elad Lassry’s
images similarly mine multiple cultural sources to explore
the perception of objects and how experience is shaped
by our memory of them. Adapting the visual language of
advertising and stock photography, Lassry’s subjects
range from domestic items to movie actors, linking the
mundane and uncanny in concise pictures, framed in a way
that suspends the work, in his words, ‘between a sculpture
and an image’.
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The handcrafted glassworks of Josiah McElheny’s In the
Space Age Body (after Cardin, Courrèges and Gernreich)
(2012) explore the boundaries of memory through the
interchange between the cultural and industrial past. Displayed
in vitrines based on the designs of Italian architect Carlo
Scarpa, the glass forms fluctuate between silhouettes of haute
couture and models of automated manufacture.
Inspired by the colours, shapes and materials of her native
Rio de Janeiro and, in particular, the annual Carnival,
Beatriz Milhazes’s collages are kaleidoscopic combinations
of collected items, including candy wrappers and shopping
bags. Referencing both Brazilian and European abstraction,
the intricate, three-dimensional surfaces, colours and logos
also locate the work in a particular moment in time. Equally
specific to the period of their making, Fred Tomaselli’s
manipulations of the New York Times front pages serve
as both diaristic account and an exercise in psychedelic
imagery. Headline images featuring political debate, such
as Friday, February 6, 2009 (2016), become disassociated
from their original meaning, here by the insertion of hundreds
of eyeballs in an absurd display that mirrors nonsensical
positions in geo-political debate.
In Sergej Jensen’s painting Untitled (2018), a motif drawn
from art history is rendered on found canvas bags previously
used to carry money. The conflation of representation and
unconventional support confer an antique quality, as if a relic
from the past, yet the authenticity of the subsequent image is
debunked through digital reproduction.

Collective
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Fusing ancient technique with abstract form, Gabriel Orozco’s
limestone sculptures draw upon his own art history. Conceptual
puzzles featuring circular rotations, semi-circles and quadrants
have been a recurring preoccupation for Orozco, whose
peripatetic practice has taken him most recently to Bali where
he has worked with local limestone carvers on works entitled
‘Dés’ (‘Dice’). Objects of play synonymous with childhood
narratives, both collective and personal, have the power to
unlock deep-seated memories and experiences. A model
wooden plane kit, enlarged in scale and suspended in mid-air,
returns the viewer to a state of guileless wonderment. Planing
(2018) by Damián Ortega extends his exploration into how forms
are constructed through the channel of humorous enquiry.
The montage of film and television clips in Christian Marclay’s
video Made to Be Destroyed (2016), exclusively feature works
of art being destroyed, highlighting narrative and cultural
patterns whereby art is the victim of violence. Scenes playing
with the ‘memory aspect’ — a recollection of the original
source — segue into the unfamiliar, connecting moments of
rage against the self or others with acts of comedic mishap.
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More than twenty-five years ago, Jac Leirner collected
hundreds of promotional leaflets advertising performances
and events while on a residency in Oxford. Displayed in a
grid formation, All Together Now (1991) functions as a time
capsule of the aesthetics, music and politics of an era.
Likewise, Nice To Meet You (Crossing Institutions) (2018),
comprising business cards given to Leirner over many years,
constitutes a reminder of the professional connections made
over the course of an artist’s career.
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South Gallery II
52 Haim Steinbach
Untitled (kong, eagle, alien, skull)
2016
Plastic laminated wood shelf;
rubber dog chew; wooden
Jamaican eagle; vinyl ‘Aliens’
bust; plastic Gila monster skull
53 Elad Lassry
Man (Maid)
2012
Edition 2 / 3
Silver gelatin prints,
aluminium frames
54 Elad Lassry
Sterling Silver Cups
2012
Edition 1 / 5
C-print, aluminium frame
55 Elad Lassry
Woman, Eye Dropper
2012
Edition 2 / 5
Silver gelatin print, walnut frame
56 Josiah McElheny
The Space Age Body (after Cardin,
Courrèges and Gernreich)
2012
Hand blown and carved dense
white moiré glass, wood,
low iron glass and steel

57 Beatriz Milhazes
African tree
2014
Collage
58 Beatriz Milhazes
Love em branco
2015-2017
Collage on paper
59 Fred Tomaselli
Thursday, April 2, 2015
2016
Acrylic and ink on paper

63 Damián Ortega
Planing
2018
Birch plywood, pine wood, balsa
wood, brass and urethane rubber

65 Jac Leirner
All Together Now
1991
Printed matter, cardboard,
plexiglass, metal

64 Christian Marclay
Made To Be Destroyed
2016
Edition 3 / 5
Single-channel video
(colour, stereo sound)
Duration: 21 minutes
34 seconds, looped

66 Jac Leirner
Nice To Meet You (Crossing
Institutions)
1997-2018
Business cards,
plexiglass and wood

60 Fred Tomaselli
Friday, February 6, 2009
2016
Acrylic, collage and ink on paper
61 Sergej Jensen
Untitled
2018
Acrylic, palladium and UV
print on sewn money bags
62 Gabriel Orozco
Dé Tournez
2018
Limestone
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Sensory
We think of memory as located in the mind, yet Aristotle
noted the physical basis of memory, overlooked by Plato
in his emphasis on the visual. To psychologists, sensory
memory is a short-term impression registered through the
senses without conscious control. For Proust, the sensory
basis of memory resided in all the senses but sight:
hearing, smell, taste, touch. He distinguished voluntary
from involuntary memory; the latter may be triggered by
a sensory experience, which summons uninvited a flood
of recollection, sensation and emotion beyond the reach
of intellect or visual memory. These artworks focus our
attention on perceptual phenomena of light or colour,
or appeal to our senses of touch and even smell.
The concentration of detail in Ellen Altfest’s small-scale
painting lends an almost tactile quality to the image. A section
of cloth, tightly cropped, is depicted with painstaking
verisimilitude; individual fibres and folds of the material rippling
across the surface call to mind the haptic memory of coarse
fabric. Capturing the precise quality of light in the studio,
the painting evokes the kind of intense observation that can
make time appear to stand still.
Exploring spatial memory and sensory phenomena,
Cerith Wyn Evans’ work Neon Forms (After Noh X) (2018) is
a three-dimensional form of energy and gesture rendered in
light. Inspired by the expression of Japanese ‘Noh’ theatre,
the neon illustrates movement, over time, through space.
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These ideas echo the inquiries of artists connected with the
Californian Light and Space movement of which Robert Irwin
is a leading proponent. His work highlights perceptive
experience, such as in Black Painting (2015), where the
surface comprises multiple paint layers polished to reflect
the viewer as subject, or in the fluorescent works shown
here where the fittings deliberately do not emit light, shifting
functionality into abstract form.
Imi Knoebel’s Ort-Rosa (Place- Pink) (2013), comprising
two pink panelled walls joined at right angles, plays with
the concept of colour as the locus of feeling, whereby the
viewer’s vision is enveloped by a single chromatic feature,
triggering mnemonic sensation.
Sensory cues relating to touch stimuli are tangible in
Liza Lou’s Sunrise at the End of the World (2018). Consisting
of layered pieces of densely beaded cloth, the sculpture is
built up through hours of intricate labour, highlighting the
seductive beauty of the material and alluding to the way
sensory memories can be laid down through touch and
repetition. The site-specific panelled wall and free-standing
sculpture made from fresh cedar by Virginia Overton
offer not only the tactile appeal of the timber but also
the unmistakeable odour of resinous wood. In the use
of construction materials — in this case wooden planks — 
Overton reconditions the language of minimalism into
sensory experience.
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South Gallery II
67 Ellen Altfest
Stripe
2016
Oil on canvas

73 Imi Knoebel
Ort-Rosa
2013
Acrylic and aluminium

68 Imi Knoebel
motori d
2017
Acrylic on aluminium

74 Liza Lou
Sunrise at the End of the World
2018
Glass beads and cotton

69 Robert Irwin
Black Painting
2015
Honeycomb aluminium panel with
lacquer and polyurethane paint

75 Virginia Overton
Untitled (Juniperus virginiana)
2018
Eastern red cedar

70 Robert Irwin
IBIZA
2017
Shadow, reflection and colour
71 Robert Irwin
HESITATION
2017
Shadow, reflection and colour
72 Cerith Wyn Evans
Neon Forms (after Noh X)
2018
Edition 1 / 3
White neon

76 Virginia Overton
Untitled (Quartered Cedar)
2018
Eastern red cedar
(exhibited)
Virginia Overton
Untitled (Quartered Cedar)
2016
Eastern red cedar
(illustrated)
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